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[57] ABSTRACT 
A method is described for routing calls outside of a 
carriers network based on characteristics of the call, the 
attributes of the caller, the status of subscriber-provided 
resource, and the status of network telephone provided 
facilities. Information about the call and the caller’s 
identi?cation is sent from the public switched telephone 
network to a subscriber call routing processor. The 
carrier is directed by the routing processor to route the 
call to the subscriber’s resource best able to handle the 
call. Information about the call and the business rela 
tionship the caller has with the subscriber is used by the 
routing processor to determine which type of resource 
is needed to handle the call. The routing processor then 
chooses the particular resource of that type to which 
the call is to be routed based on the current status of the 
resource, the status of the network-provided facilities, 
and the criteria established by the subscriber for select 
ing between alternative resources. Resource types may 
include any PSTN terminations, including automatic 
call distributors, audio response units, modems, and 
individual stations. The routing processor may also send 
information to the carrier to be delivered to the sub 
scriber resource to assist in handling the call. 

21 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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SUBSCRIBER CALL ROUTING PROCESSING 
SYSTEM 

AUTHORIZATION 

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains material which is subject to copyright protec 
tion. The copyright owner has no objection to the fac 
simile reproduction by anyone of the patent document 
or the patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and 
Trademark Of?ce patent ?le or records, but otherwise 
reserves all copyright rights whatsoever. 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to the ?eld of telephony and, 

more particularly, to a system where calls are routed 
using ' intelligence resident outside of the public 
switched telephone network. 

2; Background of the Invention 
A telephone system, in its most basic form, comprises 

one individual dialing a telephone number assigned to 
another individual. With such a system, there is a one 
to-one relationship between the dialed number and the 
destination. The telephone system is also designed to 
provide special calling services using inbound N00 tele 
phone numbers. These numbers currently utilize the 
area codes 800 or 900. Particularly, businesses arrange 
for the use of a particular 800 number to allow custom 
ers, at no cost, to call and transact business. Conversely, 
with a 900 number, the customer is charged for the 
service. 
During the early l980’s, the long distance carriers 

removed 800 number translation and routing from 
switching systems and instead placed it in a call routing 
database, referred to as a “service control point” (SCP). 
This architectural implementation allowed a single na 
tionwide N00 number to be routed to any one of a plu 
rality of subscriber destinations. For example, _a caller 
may wish to place an order with a company, inquire 
about the status of an account, or obtain information 
about the company’s products or services. The SCP 
must be con?gured to make the determination as to 
which of the destinations should receive a particular 
call, i.e. where the call should be routed. The general 
type of subscriber service desired may be selected by 
dialing a particular number, with different numbers 
corresponding to different services. Alternatively, the 
subscriber may have a single number and utilize 
prompting whereby additional digits are entered by the 
caller to specify the particular service desired. All of 
this information isnsed by the SCP to make the routing 
decision. 

In response to a call routing inquiry from a carrier 
switch node, the SCP makes the routing decision based 
on some combination of speci?ed criteria, namely, orig 
inating area code and/or exchange, time of day, day of 
week, date, and any caller entered digits. These call 
characteristics are compared to call screening criteria 
resident in the SCP in the form of a “routing tree” to 
determine the destination to which the call should be 
routed. The call routing response results in the call 
either being routed to a speci?c location or allocated 
among a set of locations using preselected percentages. 
The subscriber may change the call screening proce 
dure and call allocation percentages by inputting these 
changes to the SCP in the form of a new or revised 
routing tree. These ‘changes become effective sometime 
after they are made depending upon the particular sys 
tem used. These changes can be used to cope with unex 
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2 
pected variations in customer calling volume, the lack 
of available agents at one or more subscriber destina 
tions and other factors. However, this is a rather slow 
response to a dynamically changing system. 

In managing how calls are routed among several 
alternate subscriber destinations, caller identity, the 
carrier network, the SCP, and subscribers resources are 
all used. The subscriber strives to satisfy various perfor 
mance criteria. One of extreme importance is how long 
it takes for a call to be answered by an agent. If the time 
is too long, then the perception of quality drops. If 
callers are held in queue, then carrier charges may in 
crease. Finally, an abandoned call can adversely e?‘ect 
revenue in a sales application if a customer does not call 
back. 
One solution is to provide a suf?cient number of 

agents to handle the maximum number of calls ex- ' 
pected. However, this is an economically impractical 
solution. An optimal solution is to utilize a minimum 
number of agents while routing the calls to satisfy speci 
?ed performance objectives. 
The present invention is intended to solve one or 

more of the problems discussed above in a novel and 
simple manner. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the invention, there is disclosed a 
subscriber call routing processing system which makes 
routing decisions outside of the public switch telephone 
network. 

It is one object of the invention to provide call rout 
ing decisions based on speci?c identity of the caller. A 
caller ID, comprising all ten digits of the phone where 
the call is originating, can be stored in a database along 
with information about the caller relevant to the busi 
ness relationship the caller has with the subscriber. 
Along with in?uencing call routing instructions, some 
of this information can be provided to the carrier net 
work for delivery to the destination which receives the . 
call. This information can be used by the resource to 
assist in handling the customer. 
' Additionally, this feature allows information col 
lected and stored about a particular customer to in?u 
ence a call routing decision. The customer database, for 
instance, can be con?gured to keep track of how many 
calls are made from a particular customer during given 
periods of time. This information can be used to route 
the call in a specific way, such as by transferring calls to 
different resources depending on the number made. 

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, 
calls can be routed based on the availability of agents or 
other resources for handling the calls. Calls can be load 
balanced across multiple subscriber resources at the 
same or different locations to minimize queuing and 
maximize resource productivity. Based on screening 
performed on call characteristics and caller attributes, 
several subscriber resources may be able to handle the 
call. Additional criteria provided by the subscriber 
speci?es how to choose from among these alternate 
resources. This criteria includes precedence level infor 
mation used to rank the alternate resources and perfor 
mance information used to determine the maximum 
time callers are allowed to wait in queue for each re 
source at each destination. 

In accordance with yet another aspect of the inven 
tion, subscriber provided call routing allows the status 
of network provided facilities to in?uence a call routing 
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process. Any operational support system in the carrier’s 
network provides alarm data about the switches and 
facilities used to connect customer calls to the subscrib 
er’s resources. Depending on the availability of the 
carrier’s switches and facilities, some of the subscriber’s 
resources may not vbe able to receive all of the calls they 
are capable of handling. Calls routed to a subscriber 
resource in excess of the network’s ability to handle 
calls results in the caller experiencing a fast busy tone or 
intercept announcement. Network availability informa 
tion is used in the load balance process to provide an 
improved call routing decision. - 

In accordance with a further aspect of the invention, 
the call screening criteria and routing instructions can 
be changed dynamically. The manner in which decision 
algorithms are organized permits changes to be made to 
dynamic variables within a matter of seconds. Also, a 
subscriber is able to respond to problems either in the 

- public switched telephone network or subscriber net 
work very quickly and the impact on lost sales 
and customer service. . 

In accordance with still another aspect of the inven 
tion, subscriber provided call routing allows many dif 
ferent dialed numbers that share the same destinations 
to be routed by the same routing rule. By doing so, any 
dynamic changes made by the subscriber become effec 
tive immediately and simultaneously for all dialed num 
bers routed by the same routing rule. Thus, load balanc 
ing is able to incorporate all of the calling demand being 
placed on the resources, and simultaneously load bal 
ance calls for all of the dialed numbers. 

In accordance with yet a further aspect of the inven 
tion, subscriber provided call routing allows call rout 
ing queries to originate in more than one carrier net 
work for the same routing rule. The different dialed 
numbers that share the same resources may be trans 
ported over different carrier networks. Calls for the 
same dialed number may also be transported over more 
than one carrier network and delivered to the same 
subscriber resource. Each carrier’s own routing tree can 
only make routing decisions that are independent of 
those made in other carrier networks. These routing 
decisions cannot provide a system offering the bene?ts 
of subscriber provided call routing using routing intelli 
gence resident in a single point outside of the canier’s 
network to provide an effective dynamic updating and 
load balancing system involving multiple carrier net 
works. 
More particularly, there is disclosed herein an ad 

vanced intelligent .network comprising a routing pro 
cessor, activity monitor, event processor, and caller 
database. The routing processor uses algorithms, in the 
form of routing rules that select the business user’s pref 
erences, for delivering N00 calls to a proper destination. 
The event processor receives status information on 
resources and relays that information to the activity 
monitor for both route processing and call center opera 
tion monitoring. The activity monitor controls the ?ow 
of information and uses that information in conjunction 
with routing algorithms to determine the variable infor 
mation within the routing rules used by the routing 
processor that selects the ?nal destination. The caller 
database provides information about the caller to 
choose the preferred destination for the call. Such infor 
mation also may be sent to the destination to assist the 
agent in handling the call. 
The process ?ows through the subscriber network as 

by a call inquiry exiting the telephone network SCP 
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4 
looking for a destination. The routing processor ?lls in 
the destination and returns a call routing response based 
on the routing rule initially created by the subscriber 
and dynamically updated by the activity monitor. The 
call is routed, via the public switched telephone net 
work, to the desired resource and status information is 
passed back through the event processor to the activity 
monitor to assist in subsequent routing decisions and to 
provide agent statistics information. 

Further features and advantages of the invention will 
be readily apparent from the speci?cation and from the 
drawing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic/block diagram illustrating 
basic elements in the public switched telephone net 
work and the subscriber network in accordance with 
the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a more detailed block diagram illustrating 

the elements of the advanced intelligent network pro 
cessor of FIG. 1 and its relationship with the public 
switched telephone network; 
FIG. 3 is a table illustrating the general con?guration 

for a routing rule; 
FIG. 4 is a ?ow diagram illustrating operation of the 

routing processor of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 5 is a ?ow diagram illustrating operation of the 

routing rule task of the ?ow diagram of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating operation of a 

program for the load balancing algorithm implemented 
in the activity monitor. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

With reference to FIG. 1, a diagrammatic/block 
diagram illustrates a subscriber call routing processing 
system used in accordance with the invention. The 
system is designed to allow a subscriber the ability to 
control routing of inbound N00 (currently area codes 
800 or 900) telephone calls to a desired destination or 
resource based on the subscriber supplied routing crite 
ria. This embodiment of the invention uses area codes 
800 and 900 but can easily be extended to support any 
inbound service and any numbering plan. 
The system utilizes the facilities of the public 

switched telephone network (PSTN) 100 provided by 
one or more network carriers. These carriers include, 
for example, Sprint, MCI, AT&T and any local ex 
change carrier. A caller originates a call at a telephone 
102 by dialing a number assigned to the particular sub 
scriber. The call is connected to one of many carrier 
switch nodes 104 contained in the PSTN 100. The par 
ticular carrier switch node 104 is generally that in clos 
est proximity to the caller 102. The carrier switch node 
104 temporarily suspends the call setup process owing 
to the receipt of an N00 number and launches a routing 
query to the carrier’s call routing database or service 
control point (SCP) 106. Based on the number dialed, a 
call translation process is invoked in the SCP 106 using 
routing trees con?gured for the subscriber. Within a 
subscriber network 112, there are included a plurality of 
resources, identi?ed as Resources A, B and C, 108, 109 
and 110, respectively, to which the calls should ulti— 
mately be routed. Conventionally the routing decision 
is made by the routing tree at the SCP 106. The SCP 
106 controls switching in the carrier switch nodes 104 
to connect the caller 102 to one of the resources 
108-110. One example of such a conventional system is 
disclosed in Frauenthal et al., US. Pat. No. 4,737,983. 
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In accordance with the invention, the subscriber net 
work 112 also includes an advanced intelligent network 
(AIN) processor 114, a user terminal 116 and a cus 
tomer database 118 for making routing decisions outside 
of the PSTN 100. The SCP 106 is modi?ed so that 
instead of directlyimplementing decisions from its own 
routing tree, it launches a routing query to the AIN 
processor 114 in the subscriber network 112. Based on 
the information provided by the carrier within the rout 
ing query, information about the caller contained in the 
subscriber’s customer database 118, information pro 
vided by the carrier’s operation support system 120 
about the status of the facilities, and information about 
the status of the resources 108-110 which may handle 
the call, the AIN processor 114 returns a resource iden 
ti?er to the SCP 106. This response may also include 
data to be delivered to the resource by the PSTN 100. 
The SCP 106 receives the routing response from the 
AIN processor 114 and instructs the carrier switch node 
104 to resume the call setup process and complete the 
call through the PSTN 100 to the designated subscriber 
resource 108, 109 or 110. 
Routing queries from different callers for the same 

dialed number may simultaneously originate in more 
than one carrier network, based on the needs of the 
subscriber and the capabilities of each carrier. The sub 
scriber interfaces with the AIN processor 114 through 
the user terminal 116. 
With reference to FIG. 2, the components of the AIN 

processor 114 are illustrated in greater detail. Particu 
larly, the AIN processor 114 consists of a Call Manage 
ment Language (CAMEL).editor 130, a routing proces 
sor 132, an activity monitor 134, an event processor 136 
and the end user terminal 116. The CAMEL editor 130 
allows the subscriber to create routing rules, stored in a 
DASD 138, which contain a majority of the routing 
decisions that affect the delivery of a call to the sub 
scriber’s resources. The routing processor 132 uses the 
completed routing rules to deliver N00 calls to the 
proper resource. The event processor 136 receives in 
formation from the resources, such as ACD’s, 108-110, 
to be used for both route processing and call center 
operations monitoring. The activity monitor 134 con 
trols the ?ow of information in the AIN processor 114 
and uses that information in conjunction with the rout 
ing rule structures to determine the variable information 
within the routing rules used by the routing processor 
132 to select the ?nal destination. 
The plot process throughv the advanced intelligent 

network processor 114 begins when a call routing query 
exits the PSTN SCP 106 looking for a destination. The 
routing processor 132 ?lls in the destination using the 
routing rules and returns a call routing response based 
on the routing rule initially created by the subscriber 
and dynamically updated by the activity monitor 134. 
The call is routed, via the PSTN, to the desired ACD 
108-110 and status information is passed back through 
the event processor 136 to the activity monitor 134 to 
assist in the next routing decision and to provide agents 
statistics information. 

In accordance with the invention, the CAMEL edi 
tor 130, routing processor 132, activity monitor 134 and 
event processor 136 may comprise separate processing 
systems connected via a suitable network, or may be 
part of a single processing system. Advantageously, the 
functions are implemented in a Customer Information 
Control System (CICS). A CICS is a program operating 
in a processing system enabling transactions entered at 
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6 
remote terminals to be processed concurrently by sub 
scriber application programs. The various functions , 
consist of either regions within the system, or tasks 
forming part of a particular region. 
The SCP 106 is part of the public switched telephone 

network 100 and is not itself part of the invention. Nev 
ertheless, the subscriber network 112 must communi 
cate with the SCP 106 to permit routing decisions to be 
made externally of the PSTN 100. A new node type 
similar to existing allocation, time and NPA nodes is 
de?ned for the N00 system in the SCP 106. This node 
allows the subscriber to interact with the SCP via a 
communication interface to make real time routing de 
cisions based on subscriber de?ned algorithms de 
scribed in the subscriber network 112. If a valid re 
sponse is not obtained on the communication interface, 
then a default decision is made by the routing tree in the 
SCF 106. 

Within the SCP 106 the new node type is processed 
exactly as the existing time, NPA and allocation nodes 
until it is accessed for call processing. When accessed 
for call processing in the SCP 106 the line identi?cation 
?eld in the node is compared with an SCP con?guration 
database for the selection of the session and physical 
communication line to be used. If that session is in ac 
cessible status for an open with no unresolved errors, 
then the SCP 106 transmits an inquiry message on that 
session. If a response to the inquiry is received within a 
short timeout (nominally 500 milliseconds) which 
matches a selection on the node, then processing contin 
ues with that selection. Otherwise, processing continues 
with the default selection de?ned within the SCP 106. 

In order to assure rapid response, high speed point-to 
point lines are used. Inquiries are transmitted as calls are 
processed without waiting for a response to previous 
inquiries. Volumes of up to forty inquiries per second 
are supported in a single session. Thus, up to twenty 
inquiries may be outstanding at any one time. Applica 
tion timeout is measured from transmission of the in 
quiry to receipt of response to that inquiry. Both sides 
of the interface perform automatic error recovery when 
possible consistent with minimizing response time and 
code complexity. In order to minimize the impact on 
call processing performance, the SCP 106 maintains its 
status indication on each session and only attempts to 
send inquiries on a session with veri?ed status. 
The SCP 106 generates an inquiry message when a 

communication node is encountered in processing a 
call. Each inquiry message will contain: 

1. Inquiry ID; 
2. NPA-NXX-XXXX (or as many digits as available); 
3. N00 Number; 
4. Node Identi?er; 
5. Caller information (such as class of service); and 
6. Caller entered digits. 
The subscriber network 112 generates a response 

message in response to an inquiry. The inquiry ID will 
be from the inquiry message received. Each response 
will contain: _ 

1. Inquiry ID; 
2. Select Code; 
3. Destination tag; and 
4. Caller information. 
When the session is established, initialization mes 

sages are exchanged identifying the communication 
node processed by node identi?er. 
“NPA-NXX-XXXX” designates the area code, ex 

change and station of the caller. “N00 number” identi 
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?es the number dialed by the caller. “Node identi?er” 
speci?es a character string identifying a particular usage 
of the communication feature known to both the SCP 
106 and the AIN processor 114. The “Select code” and 
“Destination tag” identify a particular routing choice. 
These are also known to both the SCP 106 and the AIN 
processor 114. 
Activity Monitor 
The activity monitor 134 is the central control point 

for all subscriber network processing. This processing 
includes: polling of status information from resources; 
reporting of agents status information; implementation 
of user-de?ned routing rules; use of algorithms to create 
tables necessary to provide load balancing and other 
features; facilities to accept manual input from an‘ end 
user terminal to effect routing of calls; facility to report 
and respond to an outage in the subscriber network 112; 
facility to accept routing statistics from the routing 
processor 132; facility to obtain caller speci?c informa 
tion from the caller database 118 and to collect and 
store information about the caller; and facility to log the 
routing statistics for trend analysis, billing and agent 
planning. 
The subscriber resources can include automatic call 

distributors (ACD’s), audio response units (ARU’s) and 
other intelligent peripheral (IP) devices, agents work 
ing out of their own homes, network message an 
nouncement devices, or any other PSTN termination. 
The activity monitor 134 uses status information from 
these resources, application programs and subscriber 
input to calculate capacity percentages used to route 
calls to available resources over the next thirty second 
period of time. This information is also used in the re 
porting of statistics or resource availability for the pre 
vious thirty second period of time. 
The ACD resource may comprise any commercially 

available ACD. In the embodiment illustrated and de 
scribed herein, the system is used in connection with a 
Rockwell Galaxy ACD. The polled Rockwell ACD 
information format, speci?cally known as Call Side 
Real Time Gate and Over?ow records, is found in a 
Rockwell International manual titled “Galaxy ACD, 
External Record Description—-Galaxy 7”, pages l-5. 
Also, information on the RMC foreign processor data 
link request format can be found in the Rockwell Inter 
national manual titled “Galaxy ACD RMC Foreign 
Processor Data L' ”, pages 1-13. The speci?c report 
ing ?elds provided are agents available, number of 
abandoned calls, average delay in queue, average speed 
of answer, primary agent call work time, cumulative 
calls offered, number of calls held, number of calls of 
fered, number of out calls, percent calls held, primary 
positions manned, secondary positions manned and 
service level. 
While the processing of routing rule creation and 

processing is initiated by the subscriber through the 
CAMEL editor 130, the implementation of these rout 
ing rules involves messages between the activity moni 
tor 134 and the affected routing processor 132. For new 
rules, this involves sending a message to the routing 
processor 132 to a terminal owning region (TOR) to 
retrieve a routing rule from the fle. The TOR forwards 
the message to the appropriate application owning re 
gion (AOR) for processing. The routing processor’s 
AOR region accesses the routing rule from the rule 
object ?le and places the rule in the AOR’s rule data 
table. The routing processor noti?es the activity moni 
tor 134 through the TOR that the rule has been installed 
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8 
in the AOR’s data table. Upon receipt of all noti?ca 
tions from all routing processors 132, the activity moni 
tor 134 instructs the routing processor 132 to update 
their active rule tables in memory and on any DASD’s 
138. For scheduled requests, the activity monitor 134 
coordinates the sending of theinitial retrieve message. 
Included are messages to include new rules from each 
routing processor 132. For existing rules, the same pro 
cedures as above apply. Existing rules are retrieved 
from the common rule ?le at the activity monitor 134. 
The routing algorithm uses call volume information 

from the routing processors 132 and resource status 
information from ACD’s, ARU’s, or other customer 
premise equipment and agents at home to create proper 
call routing destination tables to be in effect for the next 
thirty second period of time. The activity monitor 134, 
every thirty seconds, initiates the request for informa 
tion from the above mentioned resources via the event 
processor 136 and waits a period of time to receive 
responses to that request. All information received is 
time stamped to indicate its age. If any resource does 
not respond within two cycles, then that resource is 
?agged as inactive and the resource is placed into man 
ual operation mode. It remains in manual operation 
mode until there is a successful poll. Under normal 
processing, the select process creates tables and sends 
them to the routing processor 132 for use in call distri 
bution. 
Upon creation of the routing rules, an outcome table 

is generated from CAMEL SELECT statements, as 
described below, which describes destinations and pref 
erences to which the calls can be routed. The routing 
algorithm uses this information to determine the ?nal 
outcome of the call. This table resides in the activity 
monitor 134 and can be updated, if necessary, when a 
new routing rule is implemented. This depends solely 
upon if the new rule contains a new routing outcome or 
uses a previously de?ned routing outcome. 
The speci?c format of the routing rules is discussed in 

greater detail below relative to the CAMEL editor 130. 
The use of the routing algorithm for generating the 
outcome table is also described below after suf?cient 
background has been provided so that it is more readily 
understandable. - 

Event Processor 
The principal activity of the event processor 136 is to 

collect statistical information from the various re 
sources, namely, ACD’s, ARU’s, other CPE’s, applica 
tion programs and manual input. Once collected, the 
information is available for reporting on any user termi 
nal 116. 
With respect to ACD’s, the event processor includes 

a direct link to read information directly into the activ 
ity monitor 134. Indeed, in one implementation, the 
event processor 136 comprises a task in the region used 
for the activity monitor 134. The event processor 136 
uses an appropriate protocol data link and polls the 
ACD’s every processing cycle to receive the above-dis 
cussed information. 
With ACD’s other than the Rockwell Galaxy ACD, 

a mini-computer can be used at the ACD site connected 
to a supervisory serial interface of the same to request 
status information as necessary. The mini-computer is 
con?gured to emulate the supervisory terminal and 
isolates the event processor from the ACD. It also func 
tions as a protocol converter for the ACD supervisory 
serial interface to the Advanced Intelligent Network 
protocol. 
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Call Management Language (CAMEL) Editor 
The CAMEL editor130 is used principally for the 

creation of routing rules. This includes listing routing 
rules in a CAMEL data set, entry and maintenance of 

10 
ing call allocation percentages. There is a static variable 
206 for each routing outcome. The list values contain 
the resources that participate at each precedence level. 
The dynamic variables 208 can be changed by the sub 

CAMEL data set members, compiling translation of 5 scriber in real time without the need for creating, vali 
routing rules into codes acceptable for use by routing dating, and activating a new rule. These changes take 
processors 132 and activity monitors 134, and error place within seconds of the time they are requested by 
identi?cation, presentation and correction of CAMEL the subscriber. , 
statements. The CAMEL editor uses a Call Manage- The call routing instructions204specify the sequence 
ment Language (thus the name CAMEL). Particularly, 10 in which the call characteristics and caller attributes are 
the subscriber using the CAMEL language creates rout- compared to the various call screening criteria. Based 
ing rules to make routing decisions used for routing on one or more successful matches between the values 
calls to a selected resource. A speci?cation of the Call‘ of the call being routed and the values in the call screen 
Management Language used is provided in the appen- ing criteria, one of three routing functions is performed. 
dix hereto. Reference may be had to this speci?cation 15 The three types of routing functions available are 
for an understanding as to the details of the language for ROUTE, ALLOCATE and SELECT. The ROUTE 
creating routing rules. function directs the call to a single speci?ed destination. 
The format for a completed routing rule is illustrated The ALLOCATE function routes the call based on the 

in FIG. 3. The routing rule contains all of the informa- contents of an allocation table comprising a list of desti 
tion and instructions for responding to the routing in- 20 nations with speci?c percentages assigned. The SE 
quiry initiated by the SCP 106, see FIG. 1. The routing LECT function uses load balancing based on the con 
rule contains three types of information, including sys- tents of a routing outcome, precedence level, and per 
tem variables 200, rule variables 202 and call routing formance criteria. 
instructions 204. A routing outcome comprises a hierarchy of resource 
The System variables 200 include constants, variables 25 groups that de?ne preferred routing to the load balanc 

and system parameters which are created and main- ing process. In so doing, the load balancing algorithm 
tained automatically by the AIN processor 114, see attempts to route as many calls to destinations in the 
FIG. 1. These include system dates, system time, system most preferred resource group as possible. If suf?cient 
day and other various input/ output areas for communi- call handling capacity is not available at a given level of 
eating with other network elements. 30 precedence, then calls are routed to the resource group 
The rule variables 202 comprise values and parame- at the next level of precedence. An example of a SE 

ters speci?ed by the subscriber and used as criteria LECT function might contain in the ?rst precedence 
against which to screen call characteristics and caller level a single destination that is geographically close to 
attributes, and used to allocate or load balance calls the caller to minimize expenses. The second precedence 
among resources. The rule variables 202 include static 35 level could de?ne a short list of destinations whose 
variables 206 and dynamic variables 208. The static applications are all serviced out of the same data pro 
variables 206 are speci?ed at the time the rule is created cessing center to minimize application inquiry response 
and cannot be changed unless a new rule is created to times. The third precedence level could de?ne all of the 
replace an existing one. The static variables 206 consist possible destinations to enable the largest degree of 
of a name and a pointer to a list of values. Only the name 40 agent availability. 
and pointer address are static. The values in the list are The following is an example of a typical routing rule: 
the dynamic variables 208. For example, there is a static 

ACD TELECAT = ‘SAN__ANTONIO’, ‘"I‘elecatalogue Resource” 
‘GREENSBORO’, “Table” 
‘WICHITA’, 
‘FT._WAYNE’, 
‘MOBILE’; 

IP ARUSITES = 'KCKSARU’, “Kansas City Overflow ARU” 
‘CI-ICARU’; “Chicago Over?ow ARU” 

TABLE TELENDAY = (‘SAN_.ANTONIO’,33), “Telecatalogue Nonwork” 
(‘GREENSBORO’,34), “Day Table” 
(‘WICHITA’,33); 

TELNR ERRMSG = 8003335555; “Error Recording” 
“Destination" 

TIME WORKDAY = 06:15,20:45, “Roanoke Work Hours” 
BEGIN; 
IF STIME EQ WORKDAY THEN 
SELECT (TELECAT, ARUSITES),BALANCE,ERRMSG; 
ALLOCATE TELENDAY; 
END; 

variable 206 for each resource to which a call can be 
routed, the dynamic variables 208 corresponding to the 
performance criteria that apply to each precedence 
level. 
There is a static variable 206 for each call screening 

criteria, the list values being NPA’s, NPA-NXX’s, days 
of the week, dates,'time ranges, caller entered digits, 
etc. There is a static variable 206 for each allocation 
table. The list contains resources and their correspond 

60 

65 

In this example, the system variables are not speci? 
cally illustrated. 
The rule variables include as static variables a group 

of ACD’s under the designator TELECAT, and a list of 
IP’s under the designator ARUSITES. A table identi 
?ed TELENDAY includes an allocation list and associ 
ated dynamically updatable allocation percentages. Ad 
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ditionally, a dynamically updatable error message num 
ber is de?ned, as well as dynamically updatable hours 
for a typical workday. 
The call routing instructions commence with a 

BEGIN instruction followed by a logic statement deter 
mining if the system time falls within the working hours 
speci?ed under the designator WORKDAY. If so, then 
a SELECT statement is used to provide load balancing. 
The SELECT statement uses the TELECAT resource 
table at the ?rst precedence level and the ARUSITES 
resource table at the second precedence level. No third 
precedence level is speci?ed. The BALANCE parame 
ter indicates the technique used for balancing, while the 
default ERRMSG indicates the recording to be used as 
the last choice destination if the call is not otherwise 
properly routed. If the system time is not within the 
normal work hours, then the logic proceeds to the AL 
LOCATE function which allocates based on the alloca 
tion percentages present under the TELENDAY table. 
The allocation percentages used in the ALLOCATE 

statement can be entered by the subscriber. The capac 
ity percentages used with the SELECT statement can 
not be entered. Instead, the client speci?es desired per 
formance and the algorithm calculates the capacity 
percentages every processing cycle. 
The routing rules are created using the business sub 

scriber terminal 116 and its associated precon?gured 
displays. In so doing, a subscriber can select dynamic 
rule modi?cation, routing rule activation, refreshal of 
routing rules and destination management. Each com 
prises a hierarchy of displays in which the subscriber 
enters the necessary information according to the de 
sired function. For example, with a dynamic tree modi 
?cation display, the subscriber can select a routing rule 
for modi?cation and then the types of modi?cations and 
dynamic variables forv which changes are to be made. 
With an allocation table, the allocation percentages can 
be modi?ed, provided that the percentages add up to 
one hundred percent. Time decision points in the rout 
ing rule can be modi?ed, as well as dates. 
A routing rule is activated by selecting the rule and 

assigning an N00 number to a previously created rule to 
immediately start use of the same. The rule can be used 
by multiple N00 numbers. 
The routing rule refresh function resets all rules to 

the original format prior to any dynamic rule modi?ca 
tions. An individual rule can be reset by selecting rout 
ing rule activation. 

All of the above display functions relate to maintain 
ing routing rule tables. 
The destination view management function allows 

the subscriber to con?gure and display resources for 
viewing polled statistics. . 
Also provided is a facility to allow the subscriber to 

enter in by resource, for example an ACD gate, the 
performance to be maintained in each of the three avail 
able precedence levels. In a resource service level man 
agement table, the subscriber designates at each prece 
dence level the number of seconds within which 90% of 
the calls are to be answered for each’ resource. If no 
options are selected, then the default performance tar 
get is for ninety percent of all calls to be answered in 
twenty seconds or less. This information is used in the 
algorithm for generating call capacity tables to specify 
a maximum queue length acceptable at each precedence 
level. " 

The call capacity table is created for each ninetieth 
percentile performance target. The tables have an entry 
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12 
with an acceptable queue length for each potential num 
ber of agents at the gate. Standard Erlang’s B-tables are 
the starting point for the initial tables. Erlang’s B for 
mula predicts the performance of an end-server device 
fed by a single queue whose length is limited. Once the 
maximum queue length is reached, then/further arrivals 
bypass the queue. Under the illustrated embodiments, 
pure Erlang tables are not utilized since the system 
violates the equilibrium assumption of the Erlang equa 
tions by intervening every thirty seconds to adjust the 
rate of traf?c to the ACD gates. This indirectly resets 
the queue length. Because random ?uctuations are not 
allowed to overload a gate, it can maintain high perfor 
mance with longer queues than the pure equilibrium 
state equation suggests. Therefore, test results are used 
from simulation modeling to establish anchor points to 
extrapolate the Erlang curves. 
Routing Processor 
With reference to FIG. 4, a ?ow diagram illustrates 

interrelationship of the tasks implemented in the routing 
processor CICS region. 
Communications with a carrier, such as Sprint or 

AT&T, use send/receive pipes using a generic receive 
task 401 which calls a carrier-speci?c message inbound 
decoding routine. The receive task 401 reads an input 
from a receive pipeline, determines the appropriate send 
task on which to return the response, pre?x the message 
with the CICS terminal ID and recall the message de 
code routine. After decoding is performed, the message 
is either queued back to the send task 402, queued to the 
AOR for further processing, or logged, based on the 
action indicator setting. The inbound message decode 
routine takes the input format used by the carrier and 
performs any reformatting to internal AIN formats or 
response formats as necessary. The message decoder 
returns an action indicator to inform the main line as to 
the disposition of the message. Three other processing 
routines include queue to DTP, queue to send, and error 
logging. The queue to DTP routine passes a pointer to 
the message to be queued, and the name of the target 
remote CICS region. 
The queue to DTP routine passes a pointer to the 

message to be queued, and the name of the target re 
mote CICS region. This routine builds a parm list con 
taining the address of the data to be queued, the length 
of the data, the type of queuing to be performed (in this 
case, queue to connection group). This parm list is 
passed to a routine which does the actual queuing. A 
return code is set in the parm list to indicate the result of 
the queuing attempt. At the bottom of the in?nite loop 
a delay for one minute is issued before returning to the 
top to begin reading the queue again. If inquiries are 
added to the queue during this delay time, the task 
queues the inquiries to the interpreter, issues a cancel 
for the delay, thus waking up the sleeping rule inter 
preter. 
Communications with a carrier using send/receive 

pipes are done using a generic send task 402 which calls 
carrier speci?c outbound message processing and for 
matting routines. The send task 402 ?rst reads data from 
its queue using a retrieve/wait facility. The carrier spe 
ci?c message outbound processing is called at this point 
to determine further processing for the message. After 
the processing is complete, it is possible to call an exit 
function to perform additional processing if necessary. 
The outbound message formatting routine places the 
message into the format expected by the carrier to 
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which it will be sent. Lastly, the message is sent to the 
carrier via a SEND command. 

Multiple rule tasks 403 may be started and run in 
parallel, primarily for failure recovery purposes. The 
main processing routine consists of an in?nite loop in 
which it attempts .to read and process an inquiry queue 
until it is empty, and then wait for one minute before 
returning to the top of the loop. The main routine ac 
cesses a pointer to the next item to be processed. 
The inquiry queue is initially a temporary storage 

queue. The pointer is enqueued upon, the inquiry read 
from the queue, the pointer updated to re?ect the next 
item to be read, then a de-queue is issued to release the 
pointer. Another task is then queued on the pointer, 
then the rule task waits for it to become available. 
The inquiry record contains an 800 number which is 

checked against the active rule table to determine 
which routing rule is selected for processing. Each N00 
number is associated with a particular rule in this initial 
ization time, as discussed above, based on information 
from the activity monitor 134. Once the routing rule 
name has been determined, then the rule, residing on a 
subscriber maintained data table, is retrieved. Pointers 
to the rule, the inquiry record, the AIN anchor table, 
and the IO buffer are passed to the interpreter function. 
The interpreter function executes the routing rule and 
builds the outcome record in the IQ buffer. The main 
processing then calls the queue to DTP routine to send 
the outcome record back to the TOR. 
With reference to FIG. 5, a ?ow diagram further 

illustrates operation of the rule task 403 of FIG. 4. The 
main routine begins at a decision block 500 which deter 
_mines if a routing inquiry has been received. If none is 
received, then no action is taken. Particularly, the rout 
ing query is received from the carrier SCP 106, see 
FIG. 1. If one is received, then a routing rule is selected 
at a block 502. The N00 Number dialed by the caller, 
contained in the routing query, is used to select the rule 
as de?ned when the rule is activated. The routing rule 
may already be in the memory of the AIN processor 
114 or may have to be loaded into the .memory from 
DASD storage 138. At a decision block 504, the caller 
identity, if available, is checked against the subscriber’s 
customer database 118, see FIG. 1. Ifa match is found, 
then caller attributes contained in the customer database 
118 are retrieved at a block 506 for use in routing the 
call. The routing rule is then implemented at a block 
508. 
The routing rule is implemented at the block 508 by 

executing the call-routing instructions 204, see FIG. 3, 
for the selected rule. Particularly, the caller attributes 
and call characteristics are compared to the various 
screening criteria speci?ed by the subscriber in the call 
routing instructions. The screening criteria consists of 
lists of possible values of the caller attributes and call 
characteristics. Logical comparisons are performed 
between the actual values of the caller attributes and 
call characteristics for the particular call being pro 
cessed and the values contained in the system variable 
list 200 and rule variable list 202. The format of each list 
depends on the caller attribute or call characteristics 
being screened. For example, if the originating area 
code, or NPA, of the caller is being compared, then the 
list would contain a sequence of possible NPA values. A 
successful logical comparison would occur if one of the 
values in the list equalled the originating NPA. In an 
other example, if the time of day is being compared, 
then the list would contain two time values. A success 
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14 
ful logical comparison occurs if the time of day the call 
is being made is between the two time values in the list. 
The call characteristics come partly from the carrier 

and are contained in the call routing inquiry. These 
include such items as the NPA-NXX-XXXX of where 
the call is originating, any caller entered digits, and any 
information known to the PSTN 100 about the line the 
call is originating on, such as class of service, terminal 
type, business group, etc. Other call characteristics 
come from the AIN processor 114 and include such 
items as the current date, time and day of week, and 
customer business information. Based on successful 
matches between the call information and the screening 
criteria, one of three routing functions is chosen in the 
routing rule. The three routing functions are a ROUTE 
function made in decision block 510, an ALLOCATE 
function in a decision block 512, and a SELECT func 
tion in a decision block 514. 

If a ROUTE function is to be performed, as deter 
mined at the block 510, then the outcome record con 
tains an internal destination identi?er at a block 516. 
This is then resolved into the carrier’s destination tag. 

In the case of an ALLOCATE function, as deter 
mined at the block 512, the outcome record contains a 
vector of internal destination identi?ers accompanied 
by the percentage of all calls each destination is to re 
ceive. The percentages must total one hundred. A dis 
tribution algorithm is implemented at a block 518 for 
designating one of the destinations using the percent 
ages. The identi?er for the destination is resolved to a 
carrier destination tag at a block 520. 
SELECT function processing from the block 514 is 

similar to allocate processing. The outcome record 
contains an outcome identi?er. The outcome identi?er 
points to a table entry containing resource group identi 
?ers for each precedence level. The entry is terminated 
by a network treatment identi?er or other last choice 
destination. Beginning with the ?rst precedence level, 
the routing processor 132 uses the resource group iden 
ti?er to locate an entry in a table of destinations by 
resource group. The destination identi?er’s point entry 
is in a capacity table that contains the output of the 
output table generated by the activity monitor 134. For 
each precedence level reached, a distribution algorithm 
is implemented at blocks 522 and 524 using the capacity 
percentages within that precedence level. When the 
destination is selected, then the destination identi?er is 
resolved into a carrier destination tag at a block 526. If 
no destination passes the test, then the calls will be 
directed away from the customer destination and pres 
ented to the carrier for network treatment, or delivery 
to a last choice destination. 
For example, during non-business hours during the 

week and all day on weekends the subscriber may have 
only one resource operational. During those times all 
calls would be routed to a single resource at a desig 
nated location. In another example, calls during the 
business day west of the Mississippi River are to be 
equally distributed among three West Coast locations. 
In this case an allocation function is used with the per 
centages set to one third for each of the locations. In 
still another example, the subscriber has ten locations 
throughout the country. The ?fty states are divided into 
ten groups with calls from each group routed to the 
nearest location as a ?rst choice route. If the resource is 
predicted to be busy at the ?rst choice location, then the 
call is routed to a second choice which may include any 
of the locations in the country. If all of the second 
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choice locations are predicted to be busy, then the call 
is queued at the nearest location. 
The ?nal result produced by any of the three routing 

functions at the block 516, 520 and 526 is a single re 
source identi?er which constitutes the routing response 
sent at a block 528 into the carrier’s SCP 106. There 
may be additional information about the call or caller 
obtained during the routing process that is included in 
the carrier routing response to be delivered along with 
the call to the subscriber resource. This information 
may .include, for example, the caller attributes obtained 
from the caller database 118, as discussed above. From 

' the block 528, the routine returns as by looping back to 
the beginning of the same. 
With reference to FIG. 6, a ?ow diagram illustrates 

operation of the routing algorithm performed once each 
processing cycle for generating the outcome table de 
scribing the destinations and preference to which calls 
are routed by the routing processor for the SELECT 
function. Particularly, the load balance algorithm runs 
continuously and as soon as one process ends a subse 
quent one begins. The length of time it takes to com 
plete one load balance process is termed a processing 
cycle. In the illustrated embodiment of the invention, 
each processing cycle takes approximately thirty sec 
onds to complete. 
The algorithm begins at a block 600 by collecting 

resource statistics from the subscriber resources. The 
subscriber resources include ACD’s, ARU’s, etc. The 
information collected from each resource includes the 
number of devices currently active, the number of de 
vices currently idle, and the number of calls currently 
queued to the resource. For example, a resource may be 
a group of agents at an ACD with the device being each 
individual agent, or a resource might be an audio re 
sponse unit with the device being each individual port 
on the system. At a block 602, real time outcome statis 
tics are collected from each subscriber routing proces 
sor 132. The number of routing processors 132 is depen 
dent on the volume of routing queries and there is typi 
cally a minimum of two for reasons of reliability. The 
statistical information collected from each routing pro 
cessor 132 includes the number of calls routed to each 
resource 108-110 and the number of calls for each rout 
ing outcome during the most recent processing cycle. 
Calls that match a particular set of screening criteria are 
handled by a routing outcome. Particularly, the routing 
outcome is a SELECT function included in any of the 
programmed routing rules. For'example, a routing out 
come might handle all calls west of the Mississippi 
River, or all calls from non-English speaking customers, 
or calls from the southeastern part of the country be 
tween l0:00 an and noon on Mondays. The routing 
outcome is a preferred list of resources that are allowed 
to handle the call. The list may include all of the re 
sources that the subscriber has or a subset of those re 
sources. A resource may appear in many routing out 
comes. 

The list of resources is organized into groups, ?rst 
choice, second choice and third choice, with one or 
more resources in each group. Each level of choice is 
de?ned as a precedence level and the same resource 
may appear in one or more levels. 
At a block 604, the resource base capacity for each 

resource is calculated. The base capacity represents the 
call activity that can be sent to each resource so there 
are no calls in queue or idle resources at the end of the 
next processing cycle. This is referred to herein as a 
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16 
“zero queue length number”. Particularly, the call car 
rying capacity of each resource is calculated based on 
the calls actually routed to the resource during the most 
recent processing cycle, and the impact that volume of 
calls had on the number of devices idle and number of 
calls in queue as reported at the end of the processing 
cycle. The change in the number of devices active is 
taken into account which may re?ect such circum 
stances as additional agents reporting for work or begin 
ning a lunch break. The ?gure calculated for each re 
source is a base capacity which represents the call vol 
ume which can be sent to the resource in the next pro 
cessing cycle which results in no devices idle and no 
calls in queue at the end of that processing cycle. ' 
At a block 606, a predicted demand for each routing 

outcome is calculated. This comprises a moving aver 
age of the number of calls for each routing outcome for 
the two most recent processing cycles to predict what 
the call demand for that routing outcome will be in the 
next processing cycle. 
At a block 608, a precedence level value is set equal 

to one to provide for calculating load balancing for the 
?rst precedence level. For each resource, the subscriber 
defines the performance criteria to be applied for each 
precedence level. The precedence level one criteria 
indicates the maximum queue length that the subscriber 
will allow for the resource as a ?rst choice in any rout 
ing outcome. The base capacity plus the maximum 
queue length at the level is equal to the call carrying 
capacity of the resource at the ?rst precedence level. 
This is done by adjusting the base capacity for the level 
at a block 610. The load balancing process then distrib 
utes the call carrying capacity of each resource among 
the routing outcomes according to demand at the ?rst 
precedence level at a block 612. If a resource appears in 
more than one group at the same precedence level, then 
that resource’s call capacity is distributed between the 
groups in proportion to the call demand being made on 
each group. For multiple resources in a group, the call 
capacity of each resource is used to the same degree, 
that is, for the same percentage of the available capac 
ity. 
At a decision block 614, a determination is made if all 

demand has been distributed at the current precedence 
level. If demand remains after all the possible capacity 
at this precedence level has been used, then the load 
balance process advances to a block 616 which ad 
vances to the next precedence level and then returns to 
the block 610. New resources may make themselves 
available to a routing outcome at the next precedence 
level as it is adjusted at the block 610. Thereafter, at the 
block 612, the system attempts to distribute any unused 
capacity for these resources. Particularly, the call carry 
ing capacity at this precedence level is calculated for 
each resource. This is done by adding any unused ca 
pacity still remaining to the increase in queue length 
allowed between this precedence level and the prior 
one. The load balance distribution is then repeated and 
the decision block 614 again determines if all demand 
has been distributed. In the described embodiment of 
the invention, there are three precedence levels and this 
loop is performed up to three times, once for each pre 
cedence level. 
When all demand has been handled for all routing 

outcomes, then for each routing outcome a set of de 
mand distribution capacity percentages and maximum 
resource capacities is passed to the routing processor at 
a block 618. The call routing process uses these percent 
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ages and capacities to route calls for that routing out 
come during the next processing cycle. The next load 
balancing processing cycle then begins. ' 
The call routing process applies the capacity percent 

ages for each precedence levelv to each call routed ac 
cording to a particular routing outcome. The result is a 
call routed to a particular resource or the call spilling to 
the next precedence level. A cumulative count is main 
tained of the calls routed to each resource and when 
that count exceeds the maximum resource capacity at a 
given precedence level, then the call is not routed to 
that resource but instead spills to the next precedence 
level. 
The following is an example of how the load balanc 

ing algorithm is implemented. In this example, four 
routing outcomes are de?ned as follows: 
ROUTING OUTCOME 1: SELECT (A, (A, B), (A, B, 

C, D)), BALANCE, ERRMSG 
LEVEL 1—DESTINATION A 
LEVEL 2—A, B 
LEVEL 3—-A,B,C,D 

ROUTING OUTCOME 2: SELECT (B, (A, B), (A, B, 
C, D)), BALANCE, ERRMSG 

5 

20 
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For this example, it is assumed that the allowable 

queue length at level one for all destinations is zero, at 
level two for all destinations it is one, and at level three 
for all destinations it is four. 
The algorithm initially calculates base capacity for 

each resource as follows: 
STEP 1.0: Calculate base capacity for each resource. 
STEP 1.1: Resource A C=AAV-Q-PPM delta 
C=current cycle-prior cycle base=prev cycle 
(calls handled)+AAV-Q+delta C (see Note 1 
below) C=2—0—78= --76 Delta 
C= —76-(0—4—-75)=3 base =5+2—-0+3= 10 

STEP 1.2: Resource B base=2l+0—2+(- l2)=7 
STEP 1.3: Resource C base = l8+5--0+(—5)= l8 
STEP 1.4: Resource D base=0+ l —-O+(—4)= —3 
since the result is less than the number of agents cur 

rently available then set equal to AAV=1 
Note 1: The formula for base capacity is arrived at as follows: a) The 
base capacity is the call load that will result in zero agents available and 
zero calls in queue at the end of the next processing cycle. b) Starting 
with the calls actually handled in the most recent cycle, add the agents 
available and subtract the calls in queue as of the end of the most recent 
cycle. The assumption is that the average call length is much longer 
than a processing cycle 0) Adjust the result based on the change in 
agents available and change in queue length between the end of the 
most recent processing cycle and the prior one. To the result in b) add 

LEVEL 1—-B the incisas? agents available and the ‘increase _in calls 2___A, B queue. ‘ _ C 111018386 1n agents 8V C came rpm 311 111616386 111 

LEVEL 3_A,B,C’D zgecigtsgqsiait?i’ii (PPM) subtract the PPM increase from the 
ROUTING OUTCOME 3: SELECT (C, (C, D), (A, B, The next step calculates the predicted demand for 

C, D)), BALANCE, ERRMSG each routing outcome as follows: 
LEVEL 1—C STEP 2.0: Calculate predicted demand for each rout 
LEVEL 2—C,D 30 ing outcome 
LEVEL 3—A,B,C,D STEP 2.1: Outcome 1 

ROUTING OUTCOME 4: SELECT (D, (C, D), (A, 
B, C, D)), BALANCE, ERRMSG 
LEVEL 1_D demand = (current calls routed + previous calls 

LEVEL 2—C,D 35 rouwd)” 
LEVEL 3—A,B,C,D = (12 + mm = 16 
In this example, the following Table 1 lists resource 

statistics collected as at the block 600 of FIG. 6 during STEP 221 Outcome 2 d¢mand=(14+6)/2=l0 
previous processing cycles. STEP 2.3: Outcome 3 demand=(lO+S)/2=7.5 

TABLE 1 
MOST RECENT POLL 2ND MOST RECENT POLL 

ACTUAL ACTUAL 
' CALLS CALLS 

DEST PPM AAV Q HANDLED PPM AAV Q HANDLED 

A 78 2 0 5 7s 0 4 10 
B 100 0 2 21 100 10 0 15 
C 125 s 0 18 12s 10 0 13 
D 5 1 0 0 0 o 0 0 

In Table 1, the heading PPM designates primary 
positions manned, the heading AAV designates agents 
available, and the heading Q designates the number of 
calls in queue. 
The following Table 2 illustrates by way of example 

outcome statistic information collected at the block 602, 
see FIG. 6, from the routing processor 132. 

TABLE 2 
2ND MOST 

MOST RECENT POLL RECENT POLL 
ACTUAL ACTUAL 

ROUTING CALLS CALLS 
OUTCOME ROUTED ROUTED 

1 12 20 
2 l4 6 
3 l0 5 

TOTAL 44 38 

55 

65 

STEP 2.4: Outcome 4 demand=(8+7)/2=7.5 
Next, the adjusted base capacity is calculated at pre 

cedence level 1, as follows: 
STEP 3.0: Calculate adjusted base capacity at prece 
dence level 1 

STEP 3.1: Resource A 

Llcap base + acceptable Q length at level 1 

STEP 3.2: Resource B L1cap=7+0=7 
STEP 3.3: Resource C L1cap=18+0+ l8 
STEP 3.4: Resource D L1cap= l +0=1 
At this point, it is possible to distribute the capacity 

among the routing outcomes according to demand at 
the ?rst precedence level. This is done as follows: 
STEP 4: For each resource group calculate the frac 

tion of each outcome’s demand handled by that 
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resource group at precedence level 1. If there are 
multiple resources in the group prorate across each 
individual resource. Perform both of these steps by 
prorating based on the adjusted capacity of each 
resource. 

STEP 4.1: Resource A All capacity is used for Out 
come 1 and is less than demand. Fraction of out 
come 1 handled: Llcap/demand : 10/ 16:0.625 6 
calls from Outcome 1 spill to Level 2 

STEP 4.2: Resource B 
All capacity is used for Outcome 2 and is less than 

demand fraction of outcome 2 handled:7/ 10:0.700 3 
calls from Outcome 2 spill to Level 2 
STEP 4.3: Resource C 
All capacity is used for Outcome 3 and is greater than 

demand fraction of outcome 3 handled: 1.0 Resource 
C has 10.5 calls available for Level 2 
STEP 4.4: Resource D All capacity is used for Out 
come 4 and is less than demand fraction of Out 
come 4 handled: l/ 7.5 :0.l333 6.5 calls from Out 
come 4 spill to Level 2 

Once the distribution is completed at Level 1 without 
all demand being distributed, then new adjusted capaci 
ties for each resource at level 2 are calculated as fol 
lows: 
STEP 5.0: Calculate new adjusted capacities for each 

resource at Level 2 by adding the unused capacity 
from Level 1 to the increase in acceptable Q length 
between Levels 1 and 2. 

STEP 5.1: Resource A 

L2cap unused capacity from Llcap + increase in Q 
length 
0 + l = 1 

STEP 5.2 Resource B L2cap=0+ l :1 
STEP 5.3 Resource C L2cap:10.5+l= 11.5 
STEP 5.4 Resource. D L2cap=0+ 1+1 
Next, the remaining capacity is distributed among the 

routing outcomes according to demand at Level 2 as 
follows: 
STEP 6: For each Resource group calculate the frac 

tion of each outcome’s demand handled by that 
group at precedence level 2. If there are multiple 
resources in the group prorate across each individ 
ual resource. 

STEP 6.1: Resource Group 2.1-—Group 1 at Level 2 
comprised of Resources A and B resource group 
capacity=sum of each resource=L2cap(A)+L 
2cap(B)= l + 1 =2 total demand on RG2.1=sum of 
spilled calls from each outcome:6 (Outcome 
1)+3 (Outcome 2)=9 fraction of demand hand 
led=capacity/demand:2/9=0.2222 (this fraction 
applies to both outcome 1 & outcome 2) fraction of 
demand spilled: l-fraction of demand hand 
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L2cap(A)/resource group 
opacity 
1/2 = .5 

fraction of capacity * 

fraction of demand 
.5 * .2222 : .llll 

fraction of RG2.1 capacity 

fraction of demand handled 

(this fraction applies to both outcome 1 and outcome 2) 
unused capacity available to Level 3:0 
STEP 6.1.2: Resource B fraction of RG21 capaci 
ty:L2cap(B)/ resource group capacity: 1: :0.5 

fraction of demand handled fraction of capacity ‘ 

fraction of demand 

.5 ' .2222 = .1111 II 

(this fraction applies to both outcome 1 and outcome 2) 
unused capacity available to Level 3:0 
STEP 6.2: Resource Group 2.2—-Group 2 at Level 2 
comprised of Resources C and D resource group 
capacity=sum of each res0urce=L2cap(C)+L— 
2cap(D): ll.5+ 1: 12.5 total demand on 
RG2.2:sum of spilled calls from each outcome=0 
(Outcome 3)+6.5 (Outcome 4):6.5 fraction of 
demand handled: 1.0 since capacity>demand 
(this fraction applies to both outcome 3 & outcome 
4) fraction of demand spilled=0 

STEP 6.2.1: Resource C fraction of RG22 capaci 
ty:L2cap(C)/resource group capacity: :0.92 

fraction of demand handled fraction of capacity ' 

fraction of demand 

(this fraction applies to both'outcome 3 and outcome 4) 
4o unused capacity available to Level 3:L2cap(C)-(de 

45 
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mand * fraction of demand handled) l1.5—(6.5 * 
0.92):5.52 
STEP 6.2.2: Resource D fraction of RG22 capaci 
ty:L2cap(D)/resource group capaci 
ty: l/12.52:0.08 

fraction of demand handled fraction of capacity ‘ 

fraction of demand 

.08 ‘ 1.0 : .08 

(this fraction applies to both outcome 3 and outcome 4) 

unused capacity available to Level 3 = Lzaapm) - 
(demand ' fraction of demand handled) 

1 — (6.5 ' .08) = 0.48 

With not all demand yet handled, the new adjusted 
1ed=1-_0_2222=0_7778 calls spilled from each 60 capacities for each resource at Level 3 are calculated as 
outcome:demand to Level 2 * fraction of demand 
spilled 

= 6 (Outcome 1) ‘ .7778 = 4.667 

= 3 (Outcome 2)" .7778 = 2.333 

STEP 6.1.1: Resource A 

65 

follows: 
STEP 7.0: Calculate new adjusted capacities for each 

resource at Level 3 by adding the unused capacity 
from Level 2 to the increase in acceptable Q length 
between Levels 2 and 3. 

STEP 7.1: Resource A L3cap=unused capacity from 
L2cap + increase in Q length : 0+ 3 : 3 

STEP 7.2: Resource B L3cap=0 + 3 : 3 
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STEP 7.3: Resource C L3cap=5.52+3=8.52 
STEP 7.4: Resource D L3cap=0.48+3=3.48 
This demand is then distributed in step 8 as follows: 
STEP 8.0: For each Resource group calculate the 

fraction of each outcome’s demand handled by that 
group at precedence level 3. If there are multiple 
resources in the group prorate across each individ 
ual resource. 

STEP 8.1: Resource Group 3.1—-Group 1 at Level 3 
comprised of Resources A, B, C, and D resource 
group capacity=sum of each resource==L3cap 
(A+B+C+D)=3+3+8.52+3.48=l8 total de 
mand on RG3.1=sum of spilled calls from each 
outcome=4.667 (Outcome 1)+2.333 (Outcome 
2)=7 fraction of demand handled: 1.0 (this frac 
tion applies to both outcome 1 8c outcome 2) frac 
tion of demand spilled=0 

STEP 8.1.1: Resource A fraction of RB3.1 capaci 

5 
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fraction of demand handled = fraction of capacity * 

fraction of demand 

= .473 ' 1.0 = .473 

(this fraction applies to both outcome 1 & outcome 2) 
STEP 8.1.4: Resource D fraction of RG31 capaci 
ty=L3cap(D)/ resource group capacity= =0.193 

fraction of demand handled fraction of capacity ‘ 

fraction of demand 
.193 ' 1.0 = .193 

(this fraction applies to both outcome 1 and outcome 2) 
Finally, with all demand having been distributed and 

no demand spilling to the last choice destination, the 
ty=I 3 p(A)/resource group capaci_ outcome tables are generated so that the determined 
_ __ fractions can be passed to the routing processor 132 as ty-3/l8-0.l67 . 

follows: 
STEP 9.0: The fractions passed to the Routing Pro 

cessor 132 are as follows: 

Fraction of an Outcome’s demand handled by each Resource 

Outcome 1 Outcome 2 Outcome 3 Outcome 4 

L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 

Resource A .625 .111 .167 .111 .167 
Resource B .111 .167 .700 .111 .167 
Resource c .473 .473 1.0 .920 
Resource D .193 .193 .133 .080 
Spillover .375 .778 0 .300 .778 0 o 0 .867 0 

fraction of demand handled = fraction of capacity ‘ 

fmdon ofdemmd Following is the table of fractions converted to the 
= 467 s 1.0 = 467 35 number of calls based on the predicted demand. 

Call count of an Outcome’s demand handled by each Resource 

Outcome 1 Outcome 2 Outcome 3 Outcome 4 
16 10 7.5 7.5 

Demand L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 

Res A 10 .666 .780 .333 .390 
ResB .666 .780 7 .333 .390 
Resc 2.21 1.10 7.5 5.98 
Res D .901 .450 1 0.52 
Spill 6 4.67 0 3 2.334 0 0 0 o 6.5 0 0 

Total 
Demand 

Res A 12.169 
Res B 9.166 

_ Res c 16.79 

Res D 2.871 

41 

During the subsequent processing cycle calls routed 
55 based on one of the four routing outcomes use these 

(this fraction applies to both outcome 1 & outcome 2) 
STEP 8.1.2: Resource B fraction of RG31 capaci 
ty=L3cap(B)/resource group capaci 
ty=3/l8=0.167 

fraction of demand handled fraction of capacity ‘ 

fraction of demand 

.l67 " 1.0 = .167 

STEP 8.1.3: Resource C fraction of RG31 capaci 
ty=L3cap(C)/resource group capacity: =O.473 

tables for making the routing decision, as discussed 
above relative to FIG. 5. 

In summary, the AIN processor 114 provides call-by 
call routing to provide businesses with the maximum 

60 ' routing ?exibility possible and allows for the effective 

65 

management of call centers, call center agents, and 
other resources, independent of the public switched 
telephone network 100. Calls can be routed based on the 
speci?c identity of the caller. Even more importantly, 
calls can be routed based on the availability of each 
resource relative to the desired performance criteria. 
The number translation and routing decision is based 

on cooperative processing performed in both the carri 
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er’s SCP 106 and the subscriber’s AIN processor 114. A 
query is launched from the carrier’s SCP 106 to the 
subscriber’s AIN processor 114 with all information 
known about the call. The AIN processor 114 makes 
the actual number translation and routing decision 5 
which is returned to the carrier SCP 106 which imple 
ments the decision within the carrier network. With 

24 
cooperative processing, the carrier SCP 106 can route 
all calls using the current non-dynamic routing process 
should there be a temporary failure in the AIN proces 
sor 114. There may also be periods of time when the 
subscriber’s AIN processor 114 is planned not to be 
operational, such as when N00 calling volume is low 
and a non-dynamic routing process is satisfactory. 

APPENDIX 

_ Call Management Language 
Copyright 1990, Sears Technology Services Inc. 

Backus Naur Form 

The Call Management Language isldefinedéip the Backus‘Ndu! FonM‘BNF) . BN5‘ 

symbols used in this paper. 

does not attempt to define the comp 
There are instances where the langu 

nota_tion is intended to represent the basic language syntax. This document 
' lete semantical form of the language. 

age representation deviates from the form; 
BNF syntax. This is necessary to further define the valid representation of ' 
given symbol or production. The following'is a brief explanation of the ‘5N? 

( 

ENF 
Smol Explanation 

~ := . Is defined as 

] Or , 

* Include one or more elements from the defined string 
< > Defines a Nonterminal or variable symbol. 

- Example: '_ 

DIGIT is a Nonterminal or variable symbol. 
Nonterminal symbols may appear on the left or 
right of the ‘is defined as’ symbol. 
These symbols are .represented as upper case 
strings and are ultimately defined by Terminal 
symbols. Terminal symbols are the basic elements 
of the language. Terminal symbols are represented 
as lower case strings; The following are self 
defining Terminal symbols: 

1 2 . . . 9o AB...YZ ab...yz 
+-*/__# :"'()@. 

Reserve Words and System Functions belong to the 
Terminal symbol class. A symbol Label is represented 
by an italicized Terminal symbol when used to specify 
a given symbol within a symbol class. 

Example : 
> <var IDENTIFIER> <LOGICAL FUNCTION> <CO1‘IS'Z‘ANT> 

The symbol var represents the Label o'f_an 
I Identifier Declaration 

{ } ‘ Defines ,a required symbol 
[ ] Defines an optional symb'ol 

Le'z'rea =A[a.....lZ 

016:? = 1|2|3I4I5I6l7i8l9l0 

" ALPZ-ANUMERIC === <LETTER> <nrcrr> 

- [<DIGIT> <LETTER>]* 

LABEL = <LETTBR><ALPHANUMERIC> 

Examples 

A LETTER is defined as any 
character from A'to Z. 

A DIGIT is defined as any number 
from one to zero 

AnALPI-IANUMERIC is defined as a 
string of LETTERS or DIGITS in 
any sequence 

A LABEL is defined as a LETTER 
followed by one or more LETTERS 
or‘ DIGI'I's in any sequence - 
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Reserve Words 

The following words have special meaning to the Call Management Language. 

BUSYDl -‘ * " " = == 01 ‘ 

BUSY02 1 : := 02 I » 5 l ‘ 

BUSYQS : := 03 "t‘. 
BUSYO4 : := 04 
CHRISTMAS : = l2/2S/yy - ~ * 

FRIDAY : .= Week Day 6 
JULmm : == 07/04/yy ' 

INQ ID : := Inquiry Identification 
MA'I'E ERR : := Arithmetic Expression return code area 
MIDNIGHT = == 00:00 AM " > 

MONDAY : := Week Day 2 
NEWYEAR : == Ol/OI/yy 
NOON : := 12:00 PM 
ONE : := 2. 
READ EOF : := End-of-File 
READ-ERR : := Miscellaneous Error 
READ-RITE‘ : := Record Not Found 
REJEETCD = == BUSYOl l BUSYOZ l BUSYO3 ] BUSYO4 
RT CODE : := 1/0 Return Code Area 
SAEURDAY = == Week Day 7 
SELECT CODE : := Select Code 
SUNDAY" = == Week Day 1 
'IEIJRSDAY = == Week Day 5 
TUESDAY : := Week Day 3 
VOID : := Null 
WEDNESDAY : := Week Day 4. ' ‘ 

WEEKDAY : == MONDAY } TUESDAY } WEDNESDAY i THURSDAY } FRIDAY 
'EEKEND ::= SATURDAY I SUNDAY 
X2SLABEL : := X25 Node Label 
ZERO ' : := O 

‘ z ; System Identifiers 

System Identifiers are software featuresithat are supported by the o'oeratincz 
System that controls the execution of the Call Management Languaoe code. ' 
Refer to the routing Processor specifications for the layout of the‘ follewinc 
areas. These areas are defined in the SAIN Activity Table (SAT) . ' — 

SDATE :_:= Current System Date 
SDAYWEEK : := Current System Day of the Week 
SHOUR : := Current System Hour 

_ SMINUTE : :- Current System Minute 
SMONTH : *=- Current System Month 
STIME - -= Current System Time 
SDAYYEAR = 

_ Primitive Elements are the basic components. of 

Current Day Nun-be: Within the Year 

‘ * i‘ Primitive Elements 

the Call Management Language. 
ese objects. ' 

. . x 

= <LETTER>I<DIGIT>I<DIGIT>X<LETTER>1* 
= (<var IDENTIFIER>I<DIGIT>*} 

<ARI'I'E'IETIC HINC'I'ION> 

{<var IDENTI1;\IER> 1 <DIGIT>*} r if . 

Individual Language Functions are built with th 

ALPHANUMERIC . 

ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION : 

CO :- <N>_<DIGIT><DIGIT> 
COMMEN'I‘S = == "<ALPHANUMERIC>" 
CONSTANT - : == <DIGIT>* 

1 '<ALPHANUMERIC>' 
DA‘! = 01 | 02 l . . . 1 31 
DESTINATION = <LINK 'TAG> ; <TELEPHONE NUMBER> 
DIGIT = 1 | 2 | . . . I 9 ~ I no 
ERROR INDICATOR : == <var IDENTIFIER> 
FILE NAME = <var IDENTIFIER> 

] '<LE'I‘TER><ALPHANUMERIC>' 
soup. = == 00 I 01 l . I 23' 






































